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Abstract:  
  Due to the high mobility and dynamic topology of the FANET network, maintaining communication 

links between UAVs is a challenging task. The topology of these networks is more dynamic than traditional 

mobile networks, which raises challenges for the routing protocol. The existing routing protocols for these 

networks partly fail to detect network topology changes. Few methods have recently been proposed to 

overcome this problem due to the rapid changes of network topology. We try to solve this problem by 

designing a new dynamic routing method for a group of UAVs using Hybrid SDN technology (SDN and a 

distributed routing protocol) with a highly dynamic topology. Comparison of the proposed method 

performance and two other algorithms is simulated. The simulation results show that the proposed method 

has better results than traditional algorithms in the package delivery ratio, average end to end delay, packet 

loss, throughput and normalized routing Load. 
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Introduction:
  Advances in electronics and computers, 

communication sensors and communications have 

led to the development of remotely driven drones 

that can fly independently or can be controlled 

remotely without transporting any human power. 

Since these UAVs have flexibility, easy installation, 

and relatively small operating costs, the use of 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) provides new 

ways for both military and non-military 

applications, such as search and destruction 

operations, border surveillance, fire management, 

disaster monitoring, remote sensing and traffic 

monitoring )1(. Flying adhoc networks (FANETs) 

can be considered a form of MANET network, 

where nodes are defined as UAVs. According to 

this definition, the UAV system can be a valid 

FANET not only for multi-drone systems, but also 

the UAV's connection should be completed with the 

help of an inter-drone ad hoc network.  

  Therefore, if the relationship between 

UAVs is fully based on the drone infrastructure 

link, it can be considered as a FANET )2(. 

  By this definition, FANET is a form of 

MANET, and there are many common design 

considerations between the two. Additionally, 

MANET can also be classified as a subset of 

VANET, which is also a subgroup of MANET. This 

relationship is shown in Fig.1)3(. 
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Figure 1. MANET, VANET, and FANET Networks 

 

   The most significant difference between the 

FANETs and, other adhoc networks, is the mobility 

of the nodes. The MANET nodes movement is 

relatively slow compared to VANET. In FANET, 

the degree of mobility of the node is much higher 

than VANET and MANET. A UAV has a speed of 

30-460 m/s, and this situation has other challenges 

)4(. 

  While the MANET node moves on the 

ground, the VANET node moves on the highway, 

and the FANET nodes float in the sky. MANETs 

generally implement a random waypoint model (5), 

in which the direction and speed of the nodes are 

randomly selected. The VANET node is limited to 

moving on the highway or the road. Therefore, 

VANET's mobility models are highly predictable. 

Table 1 shows the differences between MANET, 

VANET, and FANET)6(.    
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Table 1. Differences between MANET, VANET and FANET 
Parameter  MANET  VANET  FANET  

Node mobility Low  High  Very high  

Mobility model  Random  Regular  Regular for predetermined paths, but special 

mobility models for autonomous multi-UAV 

systems  

Node density  Low  High  Very low  

Topology change  Slow  Fast  Fast  

Radio propagation 

model  

Close to ground  Close to ground  High above the ground  

LoS  LoS is not 

available for all 

cases  

LoS is not available for 

all cases  

LoS is available for all cases  

 

Power consumption 

and network lifetime  

Energy efficient 

protocols  

Not needed  Energy efficiency for mini UAVs, but not 

needed for small UAVs  

Localization  GPS  GPS,AGPS, DGPS  GPS, AGPS, DGPS, IMU  

 

  The optimal route and deployment of UAVs 

(drones) are used as the main air stations to collect 

data from the Internet of Things (IoT) (7). Indeed, 

drones can play a key role on the IoTs, which 

consist of devices with a limited battery size, such 

as sensors and health monitors (8). Because of their 

energy constraints, these devices can not normally 

be transmitted over long distances. In such IoT 

scenarios, drones can move dynamically towards 

IoT devices, collect IoT data and transfer it to other 

devices that are outside the communication ranges 

of the IoT devices, as seen in Fig. 2. In this case, 

UAVs play the role of mobile collectors for IoT 

networks. However, for the effective use of UAVs 

for IoT communications, there are a number of 

challenges to consider, such as optimum 

deployment, optimal route, data routing, user 

participation, air-to-ground modeling, and the 

efficient use of energy for UAVs and IoTs. 

  Software-defined networks (SDN) can be 

used in the IoT and the UAV networks. The 

separation of the control plane and data forwarding 

plane is the foundation of the SDN, which can bring 

benefits to these networks. First, the centralized 

controller maintains an overall view of the network, 

which reduces power consumption by sensors. 

Second, it improves the efficiency of the routing 

algorithm according to the exact location 

information (9). 

 

 
Figure 2. The Communication between UAVs 

and IoT devices. 

  The FANET network is characterized for 

high node mobility, rapid network topology change, 

intermittent links, energy constraints, and link 

quality changes. Traditional routing algorithms are 

not able to meet FANET requirements and perform 

missions collectively in this situation; quality of 

service-based routing algorithms can only be used 

under certain conditions. So we present a new 

dynamic routing strategy based on the Hybrid SDN 

(part of the nodes on the SDN network can 

dynamically migrate from SDN to a distributed 

traditional protocol (eg OLSR) and deny SDN 

forwarding rules). 

  The rest of the article is as follows: In the 

second section, a review of routing methods in 

FANET networks will be presented. In Section 3, 

the steps of the proposed strategy are presented. 

Section 4 describes the limitations and assumptions 

of the networks. In the fifth section, the simulation 

and evaluation of the proposed framework are 

discussed and in the final section we will look at the 

results and future work. 
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Related works: 
  Routing is the only problem that remains 

active on all types of networks. For FANET 

networks, robust and error-tolerant routing 

protocols are required that can provide a minimum 

delay during route selection, efficient path 

reconnection, fast recovery, improved control over 

delays and jitter, and provide higher quality service 

to end-users (10). 

  There are some articles that look at the use 

of routing protocols for potential use in FANET 

networks. Although typical ad hoc routing protocols 

are designed for mobile nodes, they are not 

necessarily suited to FANET nodes due to different 

dynamic and interruptible needs. Therefore, there is 

still a need for a routing protocol according to the 

specific needs of the FANET, which is consistent 

with high upgrades, dynamic topologies, and 

different routing capabilities. The routing protocols 

are trying to increase the packet delivery ratio, 

reduce the delay, and consume resources. In 

addition, we must consider problems of scalability, 

loop freedom, energy conservation, and efficient 

use of resources (11). 

  Kuldeep et al. in (12), analyzed the AODV, 

DSDV, and OLSR routing protocols under different 

parameters, including end2end delay, throughput, 

and packet delivery ratio for FANET network. 

Simulation results can be seen that the OLSR 

routing protocol is better than the other two AODV 

and DSDV routing protocols in terms of end-to-end 

delay, throughput and packet delivery ratio. 

  Leonov in (13) describes the solution to the 

problem of routing for FANET, and provides a 

comparative analysis of the existing FANET 

algorithms and two algorithms based on swarm 

intelligence (colonies of ant and honey bees). The 

comparison results show that solutions based on 

AntHocNet and BeeAdHoc-inspired biology 

algorithms are better than traditional AODV, 

DSDV, and DSR routing algorithms. 

   Yu. et al. (14), proposed an ant 

optimization-based, polymorphism-based routing 

algorithm for the APAR algorithm to solve routing 

problem in FANET. This algorithm combines the 

ACO algorithm and the dynamic source routing 

algorithm (DSR). The levels of pheromone in the 

paths found in the routing discovery process is 

selected as the standard for selecting the route, and 

by calculating the route distance, one can determine 

the loading level of a route, and track stability. A 

new pheromone volatilization algorithm is also 

introduced into the algorithm. Meanwhile, the 

algorithm can change the formation of the air force 

to prevent compromised network performance. The 

simulation results show that the APAR algorithm is 

based on traditional algorithms in data packet 

delivery ratios, end2end delay, routing overhead, 

and reliability in the battlefield environment. 

  Rosati et al. (15) compared the performance 

of POLSR and OLSR in FANET, consisting of 

fixed drones. Such networks are characterized by a 

high degree of mobility that challenges the routing 

protocol. Routing protocols designed for MANETs 

have often failed in tracing the evolution of network 

topologies. They solve this problem by creating an 

OLSR extension called P-OLSR: the use of GPS 

information to predict the quality of wireless links 

evolves. Simulation of networks and field 

experiments confirm the expectations. With P-

OLSR, routing is looking for uninterrupted 

topology changes, which is not the case with OLSR. 

 
Material and Methods: 

The Proposed Method: 
  To address the challenge of routing in 

FANET network, we used a hybrid-SDN controler, 

in which network control is split between SDN 

control and UAVs (data plane). In this sense, we 

allowed (UAVs) the decisions to transport data in a 

distributed manner, without the intervention of the 

SDN controller. Traditional (non-SDN) routing 

protocols such as OLSRs can be used to provide 

robust network architecture to discover network 

topology and routing in the presence of network 

defects and mobility. 

    In this way, some of the nodes in the SDN 

network can dynamically migrate from SDN to a 

traditional distributed protocol (eg OLSR) and rule 

out SDN forwarding rules. For example, nodes can 

be selected in a specific area where frequent 

network changes occur. Naturally, the distributed 

protocol will be compatible with these changes 

faster than the remote control SDN. When 

conditions change, for example, the connection to 

the controller becomes more stable, nodes can be 

re-configured by the SDN controller and migrate 

back to the SDN. 

     By transferring the logical level of control 

to the UAV nodes, we make the SDN architecture 

more suitable for the network environment (UAV) 

and make it more compatible with network 

modifications. In addition, the proposed network 

architecture offers a potential application for 

advanced routing policies for a highly dynamic 

topology UAV. 

  Based on the limitations and assumptions of UAVs 

in the IoT network, suggested methods for 

designing a new dynamic routing algorithm for a 

group of UAVs using the Hybrid SDN can be 

presented as follows: 

 Providing a new framework to optimize the multi-

UAV routing strategy for the IoT network with 
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respect to the dynamic topology of FANET network 

and is exploited by the Hybrid SDN framework. 

 This framework consists of three main modules: 

topology discovery module, statistics gathering 

module and route computation module. As shown in 

Fig. 3, all of these three modules are located in the 

SDN controller. Below we will explain each of 

them in detail. 

 Topology Discovery Module: This module 

collects periodic information about network 

topology, including nodes and links. Network 

connectivity information is constantly available to 

other service modules in the controller. 

 Statistics Gathering Module: Monitors the 

network in predefined slots. This module collects 

the status of the wireless network connection status 

(for example, RSSI, delay, bit error rate) and flight 

statistics (such as speed, GPS data, IMU data). The 

information for this module is sent as a reference to 

create a new flow path. 

 Route Computation Module: The module 

calculates the optimal path. This module uses the 

information obtained from previous modules to 

solve the problem and find the optimal path based 

on link costs. 

 
Figure3. SDN-based UAV-IoT Network 

Topology 

 

 Each UAV is equipped with both LTE and WiFi 

interfaces. The control link between SDN and UAV 

controls is enabled through LTE connectivity, while 

data communication between the UAVs and IoT 

devices is provided via the WiFi link. 

 We used the OLSR routing protocol for data 

traffic for the lack of access to the SDN controller. 

The use of OLSR provides an appropriate response 

to change the topology events, such as 

adding/removing UAV nodes and wireless links 

among them. 

 

Assumptions and Limitations: 

Assumptions and limitations in this study we will 

consider are as follows: 

 Assumptions and Limitations of the IoT 

Network: 

o Layout of IoT nodes in the network: Because 

many of IoT network applications, nodes on the 

network have been distributed uniformly, we also 

assume that the distribution of IoT nodes in the 

network will be uniform. 

o The IoT nodes are hierarchical: Nodes are of 

two types: CH (Cluster Head) and CM (Cluster 

Member). The CHs and CMs are randomly 

deployed in the network field. 

o Ground-to-air communication:   Each device 

will typically have a LoS view towards a specific 

UAV with a given probability. This LoS probability 

depends on the environment, location of the device 

and the UAV, and the elevation angle between the 

device and the UAV. 

o Transmission rates of IoT nodes: In this article, 

each of the IoT nodes is supposed to be the ability 

to set their own rates as well as the radius of the 

transmission. 

o Nodes place: all nodes of wireless sensor are 

aware of their geographical place based on Global 

Positioning System (GPS), and their locations are 

known to UAV and are used to find optimal route 

for UAVs. 

 Assumptions and Limitations of the UAV 

Network: 

o Layout of UAV nodes in the network: We 

assume that the distribution of UAV nodes in the 

network will be distributed in ad hoc formation. 

o The ability to move at fixed speed: In this 

article, every UAV has the ability to move at fixed 

speed. 

o The ability to move at fixed flying height: In 

this article, every UAV has the ability to move at 

fixed height. 

o The ability to do heavy calculations and 

processes: UAV with high processing power and 

memory will be assessed. 

o The presence of obstacles to the UAV: In this 

article, every UAV have the ability to move with no 

obstacles. 

 The absence of UAVs collision: every UAV have 

the ability to move without risk of collision. 

  Assumptions and Limitations of the SDN 

Network: 

o Layout of SDN network: SDN network is formed 

by mounting the OpenFlow switches on the UAVs 

and the control facility on a centralized controller. 
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o SDN aware of IoTs & UAVs location: We 

considered a centralized network in which the 

locations of IoT devices and UAVs are known to a 

SDN controller. The controller is aware of the 

global network topology. 

o Central Controller: We used a single central 

controller which monitors the overall traffic 

network. 

 

Results and Discussion: 

   In this section, we will compare the results of our 

work with the related work (14) and (15). These 

articles can be used to evaluate the effective 

evaluation of the proposed method for dynamic 

routing for FANET network. The parameters that 

are considered in this paper to evaluate the 

effectiveness of proposed method are divided into 

five main categories: 

1. Package Delivery Ratio(PDF) 

2. Average End to End Delay(AED) 

3. Throughput 

4. Packet loss 

5. Normalized Routing Load(NRL) 

 

1. Simulation Settings: 

    In this simulation, the size of the 600 × 600 

square meter network is assumed. The evaluation 

was performed using Python software as a platform 

for implementation on a system with a core 

processor unit Core i5-2410M 2.30 GHz and 4 

gigabytes of main memory. The other simulation 

parameters are summarized in Table 2. 

   To implement the research, we developed the 

previous proposed SDN-based approach with with 

Python language such POX controller and we used 

OpenFlow protocol to collect network statistical 

information from our network infrastructure. A 

routing module which got the statistical information 

to make a decision for data plane. 

 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters 
Value Parameter 

NS-2.35 The Network simulator 

802.11 MAC Type 

TwoRayGround Radio Wave Propagation 

Omni  Antenna Antenna 

200 seconds Simulation Time  

Random Walk Mobility Model 

600  × 600 m2 Area size 

100  No. of IoT Nodes 

2 10 15 20 No. of UAV 

10 20 30 40 m/s Speeds of UAV 

70 m Heights of UAV 

40 m Transmission Range 

45 deg UAV Elevetion Angles  

200 kbps Transmission bit rate f 
2000 bit Packet size  

 

2. Evaluation of the proposed framework in 

comparison with related work: 

  In this section, we will compare the proposed 

Hybrid-SDN framework with two algorithms in 

related tasks in terms of packet delivery ratio, end-

to-end delay, packet loss, troughput, and normalized 

routing load, and we will evaluate the following two 

scenarios. We consider two algorithms associated 

with the method presented in (14) and (15). 

Scenario 1: Various Number of UAV Nodes 
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                                 a) PDF                              b) Drop Packets 

             
                                  c) AED                                                             d) Throughput 

 
e)NRL 

Figure 4. [a-e]. The performance metrics of Hybrid-SDN, Ref (14) and Ref (15) for scenario 1 

 

  Figure 4 [a-e] shows the performance 

metrics of proposed method-based hybrid SDN and 

two methed were propsed in (14) and (15) for 

scenario 1. Fig. (4a) shows the PDF of AODV is 

best in method based hybrid SDN. PDF in refereces 

(14) and (15) performed the worst. Fig. (4b) 

displays the number of drop packets in (14) and 

(15), which is higher than our proposed method. 

The packet losses are increased when the number of 

nodes decreased. Figure 4.c shows the AED is 

decreased when the number of nodes increased. 

AED in our proposed method is least and in (14) 

and (15) is highest. In figure4.d, the throughput is 

more significant with our proposed method and the 

throughput is less significant with methods were 

proposed in (14) and (15). In figure 4.e, the NRL of 

these methods is decreased when the number of 

nodes increased. The NRL in method based hybrid 

SDN is low because the contoller decides the speed 

of the nodes and in (14) and (15) is high. 

 

Scenario 2: Various Speed of UAV 
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a) PDF                                            b)Drop Packets 

   
c)AED                                           d)Throughput 

 
e) NRL 

Figure 5. [a-e]. The performance metrics of Hybrid-SDN, Ref (14) and Ref (15) for scenario 2 

 

  Figure 5 [a-e] shows the performance 

metrics of proposed method-based hybrid SDN and 

two methed which were propsed in (14) and (15) for 

scenario 2. Figure 5a displays the PDF, which were 

decreased when the node speed was increased. The 

proposed method has high PDF while (14) and (15) 

are lower. Figure 5b shows the number of packets 

lost in (14) and (15) is highest, while in our propsed 

method is lowest; the lost packet is increased when 

the node speed increased. Figure 5c shows the AED 

increases when the node speed increased. AED in 

proposed method is lowest and in (14) and (15) is 

highest. In figure 5d, the throughput of our 

proposed method were decreased when the node 

speed were increased. The proposed method has 

high throughput and PDF while the methods in (14) 

and (15) are lower. In Fig. (5e), the NRL of these 

protocols is increases with high speed for all 

methods. The method-based hybrid SDN has low 

NRL than other methods while the methods in (14) 

and (15) have high NRL. 

 

 

Conclusion: 
  The FANET network is characterized by 

high node mobility, rapid network topology change, 

intermittent links, energy constraints, and link 

quality changes. Traditional routing algorithms are 

not able to meet multiple requests for UAVs and do 

missions collectively in this situation; QoS-based 

routing algorithms can only be used under certain 

conditions. So, we introduced a new dynamic 

routing Strategy based on Hybrid SDN (SDN 

controler and distributed routing protocol) to solve 

these problems. Simulation results showed that the 

proposed method can reduce the average delay, 

normalized routing load, and increase the 

throughput and packet delivery fraction. 
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 طريقة التوجيه الديناميكي لشبكات الطيران المخصصة باستخدام الشبكة المعرفة بالبرمجيات المهجنة
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 :الخلاصة
، فإن الحفاظ على روابط الاتصال بين الطائرات بدون طيار مهمة  FANETنظراً للحركية العالية والهيكلية الديناميكية لشبكة   

ت صعبة. تعد طوبولوجيا هذه الشبكات أكثر ديناميكية من شبكات المحمول التقليدية ، مما يثير التحدي لبروتوكول التوجيه. فشلت بروتوكولا

بكة. لقد تم مؤخراً اقتراح طرق قليلة للتغلب على هذه المشكلة التوجيه الحالية لهذه الشبكات في الكشف جزئياً عن تغييرات طوبولوجيا الش

بسبب التغير السريع في طوبولوجيا الشبكة. نسلط الضوء على هذه المشكلة من خلال تصميم طريقة توجيه ديناميكية جديدة لمجموعة من 

وبروتوكول التوجيه الموزع( مع  SDN) Hybrid-SDN الطائرات بدون طيار باستخدام تقنية الشبكة المعرفة بالبرمجيات المهجنة

رحة لها طوبولوجيا ديناميكية للغاية. يتم محاكاة مقارنة بين طريقة الأداء المقترحة وخوارزميات أخرى. تظهر نتائج المحاكاة أن الطريقة المقت

اية ، وفقدان الحزم، والإنتاجية، وحمولة التوجيه نتائج أفضل من الخوارزميات التقليدية في نسبة تسليم الطرود، ومتوسط تاخير النهاية إلى النه

 .المعيارية

 

 التوجيه. ،OLSRبرتوكول ،ة المعرفة بالبرمجيات المهجنة الشبك ، إنترنت الأشياء،طيران المخصصة شبكات ال:المفتاحية الكلمات

  

 
 


